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Summary

In the process of doing syntax analysis of the Thai language, we found that GPSG can treat Thai syntactic rules in a very simple and compact way using Immediate Dominance (ID) and Linear Precedence (LP) rule. We built a simple GPSG translator which translates rules written in ID and LP rule format into DCG format. We call the translator 'Translator for ID and LP rule', or simply TIL. Besides the general translating function that is defined in GPSG, TIL provides several special formats which enable users to control the translation at the syntactic rule level. We also show that by using this translator we can reduce the rules to be handled by half.

1. Introduction

Computational natural language analysis has become increasingly important of late. Although languages like English, Japanese and a few others have been successfully researched, the Thai language remains untouched. Foreseeing a bigger role for natural language analysis in the future, we started this research.

We tried to do syntax analysis of Thai, and found that GPSG (1)-(3) can treat Thai syntactic rules in a very simple and compact way by using ID and LP rules, which are basic concepts of GPSG. To further the research, we built a simple GPSG translator which translates rules written in ID and LP rule format into DCG (3) format. We call this translator ‘Translator for ID and LP rules’, or simply TIL. Besides the general translating function defined in GPSG, TIL provides several special formats which enable users to control the translation at the syntactic rule level.

We write Thai syntactic rules in ID and LP rule format then use TIL to translate them into DCG rules which are finally translated into BUP clauses by BUP translator (4)(5). This is to prevent the left-recursive problems.

2. Thai Language and Thai Grammar

The following are some characteristics of the Thai language.

(i) No inflection at all. Instead of inflection, adjectives and adverbs are used to show tense and number.

(ii) Classifiers, that is the word signifying the unit of quantity of countable things, are used as in Japanese and Chinese. The classifiers are always put after the figures that show quantity.

(iii) Adverbs and adjectives are usually put after the words they modify.

(iv) Like in English, in Thai, the subject and the object are normally decided by the position in which they appear. A typical Thai sentence will look like pattern (2.1).

(2.1)  $$S \rightarrow \text{subject(adj)} \text{verb(object(adj))}(adverb)$$.  

Thai sentences are similar to English sentences in the sense that they begin with a subject, which is followed by a verb and an object. The differences occur with adjectives. In English, adjectives are placed before words they modify, but...
in Thai, as we have mentioned above, they are placed after them.

According to Thai linguists (8, 7, 11), complete affirmative single sentences without an embedded sentence have only 12 patterns as shown in (2.2).

\[(2.2) \quad s_1 \rightarrow n.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow v.p.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow v.p \quad n.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow v.p \quad subj.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow subj \quad v.p.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow v.p \quad objd.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow v.p \quad objd \quad obji.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow subj \quad v.p \quad objd.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow objd \quad subj \quad v.p.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow subj \quad v.p \quad objd \quad obji.\]
\[s_1 \rightarrow objd \quad subj \quad v.p \quad obji.\]

Especially for prepositional phrases, they can occur at the beginning or end of a sentence without changing the meaning of the sentence at all. (2.4) shows the rule for this kind of sentence.

\[(2.4) \quad s \rightarrow pp \quad s_1.\]
\[s \rightarrow s_1 \quad pp.\]

If there are more than one prepositional phrase, the number of possible combinations will become enormous. For example, (2.5) shows the case of a sentence which has three prepositional phrases.

\[(2.5) \quad s \rightarrow pp \quad pt \quad ps \quad s_1.\]
\[s \rightarrow pp \quad pt \quad s_1 \quad ps.\]
\[s \rightarrow pt \quad ps \quad s_1 \quad pt.\]
\[s \rightarrow pt \quad ps \quad s_1 \quad pp.\]
\[s \rightarrow s_1 \quad pp \quad pt \quad ps.\]
\[s \rightarrow s_1 \quad pp \quad pt \quad ps.\]

Now, let us consider the last three patterns. All of them have the same nonterminal symbols, but the only difference is that they are at different positions, i.e. they have different ordering. That is, the subject, object and verb in Thai sentences are, to a degree, movable in the sentences. In this aspect, Thai is similar to Japanese. Moreover, if we consider some of the non-terminal symbols to be optional, we can see that most of the rules in (2.2) are similar. Therefore, these rules can easily be classified into the two characteristics of immediate dominance and linear precedence. This hypothesis suggests that Thai syntactic rules may be expressed more compactly in ID and LP rule format than in normal format of context free phrase structure grammar.

The above does not only happen at sentence level, but it also occurs at other phrase levels in Thai. (2.3) is an example of Thai noun phrase rules, which shows that all of the rules produce less than four kinds of non-terminal symbols.

\[(2.3) \quad np \rightarrow mn.\]
\[np \rightarrow mn \quad num.\]
\[np \rightarrow mn \quad sbv.\]
\[np \rightarrow mn \quad df.\]
\[np \rightarrow mn \quad sbv \quad num.\]
\[np \rightarrow mn \quad num \quad sbv.\]
\[np \rightarrow mn \quad df \quad sbv.\]

We can easily represent these rules with only one ID rule without any LP rule, as shown in (2.6). Brackets mean that the non-terminal symbols enclosed are optional.

\[(2.6) \quad s \rightarrow s_1, \quad (ps), \quad (pp), \quad (pt).\]

If we use format of normal context free structure grammar, we will have to write about 50 rules for all of the rules that (2.6) represents.

3. Translator for ID and LP rules : TIL

To advance our research, we have built a simple GPSG translator, TIL, which translates rules written in ID and LP rule format into DCG format. And then use the translated DCG format rules to do syntax analysis.

3.1 Basic Mechanism of TIL

TIL is a translator written in Prolog. Basically, TIL will translate rules written in ID and
LP rule format into DCG rule format. ID rules and LP rules must be written in separate files in advance. Here, we are going to explain in more detail about how TIL translates those ID and LP rules into DCG rules (Fig. 1).
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**Fig. 1 Basic Mechanism of TIL.**

**1. The format of ID and LP rules for TIL**

The normal format of ID rules for TIL is similar to the format provided in standard GPSG, except that there must be a period at the end of each rule. This is due to the restriction in Prolog. The format of ID rules for TIL will look like this.

(3.1) ID rule:

\[ a \rightarrow b, c, d. \]
\[ b \rightarrow a, c, d. \]

For LP rules, we also need a period at the end of each rule. Moreover, in standard GPSG, a symbol ‘<’ is used to show the LP relation, but here, for TIL, we use symbol ‘<<’ instead of ‘<’. This is because Prolog reserves the symbol ‘<’ to be a less-than relation symbol. Then the format for LP rules will look like this.

(3.2) LP rule:

\[ c << d. \]

**2. Representation of LP rules in the database**

When TIL starts the translation, TIL will read the LP rule file first. The information gained from each of the LP rules will be transformed into n_predc clauses.

(3.3) ID rules:

\[ c << d. \]

(3.4) n_predc (d, c).

This is to be read as “d cannot precede c”. The number of n_predc clauses will be equal to \((n \times (n-1)) / 2\), where \(n\) is the number of non-terminal symbols in each of the LP rules.

**3. The Translation of TIL**

After all of the LP rules are read, TIL starts to look up the ID rule file. ID rules are not loaded into the database, but are dealt with in turn. When an ID rule is processed, a combination of non-terminal symbols of the body, the right hand side part of the mark ‘→’, of that rule will be produced. The combination is checked to see whether it is against LP rules or not. If one of the n_predc clauses is successful, it means that the combination of the ID rule is against an LP rule, and cannot be used. Only those that do not match any of the n_predc clauses will be put to the output file. This process is repeated until the end of ID rule file.

The algorithm is roughly shown in Fig. 2.

For instance, TIL will translate the rule in
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**Fig. 2 The Translation of TIL.**
(3.5) into (3.6).

(3.5) ID rule:
    a→b, c, d.
    b→a, c, d.
    LP rule:
    c << d.

(3.6) Translated Rule:
    a→b, c, d.
    a→c, b, d.
    a→c, d, b.
    b→a, c, d.
    b→c, a, d.
    b→c, d, a.

3.2 Translating Function of TIL
We have explained the basic mechanism of TIL and showed how TIL translates ID and LP rules into DCG rules. In this section, we are going to explain TIL's function.

1) Normal Translation
Now, TIL does not support the metarule convention and feature instantiation principles, but can deal with a simple feature system. This is carried out by attaching one variable to each of the non-terminal symbols, and representing the feature system with list-structured data. Therefore, every non-terminal symbol must have one variable attached.

In fact, TIL will translate (3.5) into (3.7), instead of into (3.6).

(3.7) Translated Rule:
    a(Ad)→b(Ad1), c(Ad2), d(Ad3).
    a(Ad)→c(Ad1), b(Ad2), d(Ad3).
    a(Ad)→c(Ad1), d(Ad2), b(Ad3).
    b(Ad)→a(Ad1), c(Ad2), d(Ad3).
    b(Ad)→c(Ad1), a(Ad2), d(Ad3).
    b(Ad)→c(Ad1), d(Ad2), a(Ad3).

To make TIL more practical, we provide some more variants of formats besides format of the ID and LP rule that we have mentioned above. We will explain each of these formats in the sections following.

2) Parameter Defining Format
Usually, information transmission from a non-terminal symbol to another non-terminal symbol is necessary. For instance, the number agreement of subject and verb phrase. This problem can be solved, if we can write into the syntactic rules something like (3.8).

(3.8) s→subj (NMB), vp (NMB).

TIL can manage this kind of rules. Users can define their own variables in any non-terminal symbols. TIL will not attach any variables to those non-terminal symbols, but keep the names of the variables in the non-terminal symbols as users have defined them. Moreover, instead of being a variable, for TIL, it may be a list-structured constant. Therefore, TIL will translate rules like (3.9) into (3.10).

(3.9) ID rule:
    a→b, c (Adc), d (Adc).
    b→a ([3]), c, d.
    LP rule:
    c << d.

(3.10) Translated Rule:
    a(Ad)→b(Ad1), c(Adc), d(Adc).
    a(Ad)→c(Adc), b(Ad2), d(Adc).
    a(Ad)→c(Adc), d(Adc), b(Ad3).
    b(Ad)→a([3]), c(Ad2), d(Ad3).
    b(Ad)→c(Ad1), a([3]), d(Ad3).
    b(Ad)→c(Ad1), d(Ad2), a([3]).

For LP rules, users can define a list-structured constant for any non-terminal symbols in LP rules. But this is not allowed for variables. LP rules will look like (3.11).

(3.11) LP rule:
    subj<<vp([3])<<vp([4])<<obj.

3) Non-terminal Symbols Optional Format
For ID rule, non-terminal symbols that are put between parentheses are taken to be optional by TIL. A rule in (3.12) is equivalent to two rules in (3.13) under TIL translation.

(3.12) ID rule:
    a→b, (c, d).

(3.13) ID rule:
    a→b, c, d.

4) Augmentation Adding Format
In each ID rule for TIL, we can add Prolog programs to the rule. This is done by enclosing the program with a left brace '{' and a right brace '}'. Now, Prolog program enclosed between
braces will be put to the end of the translated rule unconditionally. An example of this kind of rule is shown in (3.14) and (3.15).

\[(3.14)\]  
ID rule:  
\[a \rightarrow b (\text{Adb}), \text{Adb} = [2], c.\]  
LP rule:  
\[b << c.\]  
\[(3.15)\]  
Translated Rule:  
\[a(\text{Ad}) \rightarrow b(\text{Adb}), c(\text{Ad2}), \text{Adb} = [2].\]

(5) **Direct Description Format**

The last format of TIL is provided for a user to write a syntactic rule directly in DCG format in the case that it cannot be written in ID and LP rule format.

In an ID rule file, clauses beginning with the mark ‘+’ will be added to the translated rule file without being changed. (3.16) shows the format for this kind of rule.

\[(3.16)\]  
ID rule:  
\[+bgst (\text{Adb}) \rightarrow \text{obj} (\text{Ado1}), \text{subj} (\text{Ado2}), \text{vp} (\text{Adv}), \text{objd} (\text{Ado4}). \text{Ado} = [4].\]

4. Thai Syntax Analysis System

In this chapter, we will explain in whole, our Thai syntax analysis system, and how we use TIL in doing syntax analysis. Again, we will show that Thai syntactic rules can be written more compactly in ID and LP rule format than in a normal grammar description language, such as DCG.

4.1 The Representation of Thai Syntactic Rules

Some parts of Thai syntactic rules have been provided by Thai Linguists already. We rewrote those rules into ID and LP rule format, and added some new syntactic rules to those parts that were not sufficient enough for syntax analysis.

In this section, we will show some examples of ID and LP rules of Thai syntactic rules. All of our syntactic rules can be found in "TP".

First, for noun phrases we use ID and LP rules shown in (4.1). Adm is for checking the agreement of the classifier’s type and noun.

\[(4.1)\]  
ID rule:  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm)}, \text{sbv}, \text{(num (Adm))}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm), df, (num (Adm))}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm), sbv, (num (Adm)), df}.\]

LP rule:  
\[\text{mn} << \text{sbv}.\]  
\[\text{mn} << \text{num}.\]  
\[\text{mn} << \text{df}.\]  
\[\text{sbv} << \text{df}.\]

These rules will be translated into rules in DCG format as shown in (4.2). Here, for simplicity, we have omitted some unnecessary variables.

\[(4.2)\]  
DCG rule:  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn}, \text{sbv}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn}, \text{df}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm), num (Adm)}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm), sbv, num(Adm)}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm), df, num (Adm)}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm), sbv, num(Adm), df}.\]  
\[\text{np} \rightarrow \text{mn (Adm), sbv, df, num (Adm)}.\]

We have rules for sentences that have a single-object transitive verb as shown in (4.3). The augmentation of this rule is to check whether the given verb is a single-object transitive verb or not.

\[(4.3)\]  
ID rule:  
\[\text{bgst} \rightarrow \text{(subj), vp (Adv), objd}. \text{Adv} = [3].\]

\[+bgst (\text{Adbgst}) \text{objd (Adobjd)}.\]
subj (Adsubj),
vp (Adv).
(Adv = [3]).

LP rule:
subj << vp << objd.

(4.3) represents DCG rules shown in (4.4).
(4.4) bgst → subj, vp ([3]), objd.
bgst → vp ([3]), objd.
bgst → objd, subj, vp.

By treating Thai syntactic rules in this way, we can largely reduce the number of rules. Now, we use 35 ID rules and 13 LP rules to represent 113 DCG rules.

4.2 The system as a whole

TIL translates rules in ID and LP format into DCG format, and we mentioned that we use those translated DCG format rules to do syntax analysis. But, in fact, after we have the translated rules, instead of using those rules directly, we again translate them into BUP clauses by using the BUP translator (4.5). This is to avoid the complication of the left-recursive rule.

We do syntax analysis with BUP clauses. The input is a sentence of the Thai language, and the output is a tree-structured form of the components of the sentence. Therefore, the outline of our Thai syntax analysis system will look like Fig. 3.

5. Summaries and Topics

In the process of doing Thai syntax analysis, we found that, except for some differences like positions in which adjectives appear, Thai sentences are similar to English sentences in the sense that subject, verb and object have the same ordering. We also found that some components of Thai sentences can move around in the sentences to some extent without changing the meaning of the sentences. This characteristic is similar to Japanese.

We applied ID and LP rules, which are basic concepts of GPSG, to do Thai syntax analysis, and showed that Thai syntactic rules can be reduced by about half if we use ID and LP rule format instead of DCG format. Together with this, we built a basic GPSG translator: Translator for ID and LP rules (TIL). Needless to say, TIL can perform the normal translation of ID and LP rules. Moreover, TIL provides some special formats to give users a degree of control at the syntactic rule level.

In this chapter, we will assess our research and at the same time, touch on some topics related to our research.

5.1 Feature Instantiation Principles

We have not applied any feature instantiation principles to TIL yet. In fact, our syntactic categories have no internal structure at all. To define the structure, a through study of the Thai language to find out the kinds of information necessary for analysis, and to be included in the feature structure of the categories, is necessary. However, we have reserved one variable in each of the non-terminal symbols so that
feature conventions can be applied to TIL later.

To compensate for the lack of feature instantiation principles, we have utilized many kinds of formats to insure control in syntactic rules. We hope that users can use these kinds of format to perform the function of feature instantiation. This is largely because we have augmentation. By augmentation, a Prolog program is able to be accessed from syntactic rules, and the user can modify any controls with in the Prolog program. Until feature instantiation principles are applied to TIL, we hope that the user, in the meantime, will find the special formats of the present TIL helpful in the control aspects of syntactic rules. We will discuss more about the augmentation in the following section.

5.2 Metarule

In its current implementation, the Metarule convention has not been applied to TIL. The format for Metarule is not difficult, but there are some problems with the theory of Metarule. As mentioned by Pollard,

First, ... as long as their application is suitably constrained, the grammars that they produce all within context-free grammars. But if natural languages are not context-free, the advantage of metarules over transformations is no longer straightforwardly obvious. Second, work done in 1982 by Culy, and by Uzskoriet and Peters, has shown that a metagrammar using metarules with a single metavariable can generate infinite grammars for non-context-free languages. ... And third, the devices which have been proposed so far for constraining the application of metarules have all been shown to have undesirable theoretical or empirical consequences (10).

Recently, there is a trend to do the analysis without Metarule or with some other devices instead of Metarule, like the Lexical Rule in Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (8).

5.3 Augmentation

One of the TIL formats which is different from standard GPSG is an augmentation adding format. The augmentation adding format is an important tool to help us write syntactic rules more precisely and simply.

In this system, augmentations are replaced at the end of translated rules unconditionally. However, sometimes it is possible that augmentations are needed to be put not at the end of the rule, but between any specified syntactic phrases. We can do this by attaching to each augmentation in ID rules an identification number. Then, in LP rules, we can define the order of an augmentation as if it were a non-terminal symbol by using the identification number. The format will look like (5.1).

(5.1) ID rule:

\[ a \rightarrow b(Ab), (1: Ab == [2], Ac == [3]), c(Ac), d. \]

LP rule:

\[ b <\{1\} < c. \]

Then, this will be translated into DCG format as shown in (5.2).

(5.2) DCG rule:

\[ a \rightarrow b(Ab), (Ab == [2], Ac == [3]), c(Ac), d. \]

\[ a \rightarrow b(Ab), (Ab == [2], Ac == [3]), d, c(Ac). \]

\[ a \rightarrow b(Ab), (Ab == [2], Ac == [3]), d. \]

\[ a \rightarrow b(Ab), (Ab == [2], Ac == [3]), c(Ac). \]

\[ a \rightarrow d, b(Ab), (Ab == [2], Ac == [3]), c(Ac). \]

If there is a need to put 'b', the augmentation and 'c' in a row without 'd' between them, this can be done by the simple technique of creating a new non-terminal symbol, as shown in (5.3).

(5.3) ID rule:

\[ a \rightarrow \text{new, } d. \]

\[ \text{new} \rightarrow b(Ab), (1:Ab == [2], Ac == [3]), c(Ac). \]

LP rule:

\[ b <\{1\} < c. \]

This produces rules shown in (5.4), which will perform what we want.

(5.4) DCG rule:

\[ a \rightarrow \text{new, } d. \]

\[ a \rightarrow d, \text{ new}. \]
Using this kind of format, together with Direct Description Format, we would be able to provide more variations of control.

At present, the Thai syntactic rule set that we have is very small. They can process only simple sentences: sentences that have only one verb. One of our problems is that until now research on the Thai Language is very limited. To further the research of Thai syntax analysis, research on the Thai Language itself is indispensable.
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